Description

Stronger Protective Blend combines Cedarwood, Litsea, Frankincense, and Rose for a revitalizing, fresh aroma. Stronger can be diffused to enliven the atmosphere when studying, exercising, doing household chores, practicing the piano, even when tinkering on a project in the garage. The bright, lemony blend refreshes any environment and can be used throughout the day for a vibrant reminder to be resilient and stay strong.

Directions

Aromatic use: Add five to ten drops to the diffuser of your choice.

Topical use: Dilute one drop essential oil to 10 drops carrier oil.

See additional precautions below.

Cautions

Possible skin sensitivity. Keep out of reach of children. If you are pregnant, nursing, or under a doctor’s care, consult your physician. Avoid contact with eyes, inner ears, face, and sensitive areas.

Primary Benefits

• Provides a fresh, revitalizing aroma
• Creates a refreshing atmosphere